Linguistics in the digital age – some useful hints and suggestions

1. General portals & most important mailing list
   The Linguist List: https://new.linguistlist.org/
   [all-round information for the linguistic profession]
   Language Log: http://languagelog.ldc.upenn.edu/nll/
   [eminent linguists commenting on topical language-related issues of the day, usually in a perfect
   mix of competence and entertainment]

2. Electronic dictionaries
   portal: http://www.yourdictionary.com

3. Text-data bases and corpora
   ➔ For English-language corpora see separate info sheet (“List of English-Language Corpora”). In
   addition, you may find the following interesting:
   LDC (=Linguistic Data Consortium): http://www.ldc.upenn.edu
   Project Gutenberg: http://www.gutenberg.org/wiki/Main_Page
   Google N-gram Viewer: https://books.google.com/ngrams
   University of Michigan Humanities Text Initiative: http://www.hti.umich.edu/
   CLARIN-D (= Common Language Resources and Infrastructure): http://www.clarin-d.de/de/

3. Other web-based sites of interest to linguists
   Lin | gu | is | tik – Portal für Sprachwissenschaft: http://www.linguistik.de/
   Stanford University: http://libguides.stanford.edu/Linguistics;
   http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/links/linguistics.html
   SIL (Summer Institute of Linguistics), “Ethnologue: Languages of the World” database:
   http://www.sil.org/ethnologue
   Word2Word – Free online language courses and other language related resources:
   http://www.word2word.com/course.html
   iLoveLanguages: http://www.ilovelanguages.com/
   Virtual Linguistics Campus: https://linguistics.online.uni-marburg.de/
   British Library sound archive: https://sounds.bl.uk/
   Library of Congress sound archive: https://www.loc.gov/audio/
   IDEA – The International Dialects of English Archive: http://www.dialectsarchive.com/
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